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Between improvisation and publication: Supporting the creative metamorphosis with technology
Vaucelle, C. Book chapter in press
In the Mobile Audience. Art and New Located Technologies of the Screen, Editor: Martin Rieser. In press
Design of technologies that facilitate the process between improvisation and publication
My prior research has been concerned with the underlying mechanisms regarding the improvisation of
narratives by children and the way they integrate their beliefs about the world during this process [6, 7,
8, 9], the modifications made by computational customized toys on these narratives in order to prompt
reflection on what has been improvised [6, 7], the reflections that occur while they share their narratives
[7, 9], or create movies in real time according to their stories, or play games [4], and the perspective
transformations of their beliefs during this process (see Figure 1). I have also been researching on
technologies that drive the students to learn that the content and creative ideas could drive self-
expression  by  developing  a  mobile, tangible, easy-to-use, loop-based music mixing interface for
children in which students consider issues of composition, musicianship, and improvisation in modern
music, build sampled music (without requiring any technical and musical skills) and understand how
mathematical concepts apply to music [10].
Emailer [9] Story Generator [8] Dolltalk [7]
Figure 1: Visuals of the narrative systems Emailer’99, StoryGenerator’00 and Dolltalk’02
My past research has also been concerned with the transformation of the space using technology. I
have  explored  communication  and  aesthetic  channels  such  as  devices  that  enhance  remote
telecommunication. The system designed provides a sense of the presence and activities of remote
users through a ball floating in the air [11]; designed a video background behind virtual agents to create
a sense of shared space between the agent and the user [6, 12]; created a physical interface to interact
with the agent in a “natural” and “transparent” way [12]; inspired by the experimental cinema works of
Kenneth Anger
1 in which the rhythm between music and images is synchronized the soundtracks being
mapped onto the video, I have explored the concept of the relationship between audio and video co-
controlled by an audience in which the video is controlled by a soundtrack [13]; explored how to
enhance social interactions in developing a shared video space co-controlled by physical objects in
which participants wield magic wands and practice wizardry [14]; created an online ‘adaptable’ space
for children to integrate the activities of play and video editing into a never-ending process of mixing
and 'subversion' of each other's material, encouraging playful collaboration in an exchange network of
unique media artefacts [5] (see Figure 2). I have worked on transforming urban spaces like bus stops or
train stations through the medium of cell phones [2]. Finally I have designed a system for visitors to
contribute to the museum exhibition space [3].
                                                   
1 ANGER, K. 1953. Eaux d'Artifice, 12 min, USA.Droppin Science [10] Hover [11] Mixer Subverter [5]
Figure 2: Visuals of Droppin Science’01, Hover’01 and Mixer Subverter’03
Improvising movies with a personal video database: Textable Movie
I have always been fascinated by Marcel Proust’s experience of having tea and cookies, i.e. his famous
Madeleine, that brings back emotional memories to his mind. When I created the first version of
Textable Movie, I wanted to recreate this same phenomenon. The scenario I envisioned was to be
comfortably installed in my sofa, tell a story and instantly being projected visually into my past by
watching corresponding videos and sounds. This would have inspired me for more storytelling driving
orally the video projection. The original concept was that by immersion into their own memories,
storytellers  could  become  engaged  into  telling  rich,  and  passionate  stories,  based  on  their  past
experience (see Figure 3).
Figure 3: Example of a narrative driving visuals and sounds in Textable Movie’02.
The media tools we have developed have, for the most part, emphasized the convention of a finished
form with a beginning, middle and end, much like the letter of the past. For instance, there is no movie-
making tool that allows us to drive visuals by verbal input, therefore I would propose that such real-time
movie-making  device  has  potential  in  personal  exploration,  investigating  multi-dimensional
approaches to express and exchange perspectives on a souvenir. To this end, I have designed a system
and implemented a software called Textable Movie. Its graphical interface takes text as input and allows
users to improvise a movie in real-time based on the content of what they are writing. Media segmentsare selected according to how the user labels their personal audio and video database. As the user types
in a story, the media segments appear on the screen, connecting writers to their past experiences and
inviting further story-telling. Using language as an interface seem to allow a natural approach to story
building and play for both the person who is trying to understand the world and for the person who
engages in improvisational story-telling with someone else using the system [4]. Textable Movie is
open-ended to allow anyone to become a "video-jockey"￿by  mixing, applying effects, and rearranging
video samples in real time (see Figure 4).
Figure 3: Textable Movie General Scenario
In the framework of computational storytelling, Textable Movie promotes the idea of maker-controlled
media and can be contrasted to automatic presentation systems.  By improvising movie-stories created
from their personal video database and by suddenly being projected into someone else’s video
database during the same story, users can be surprised as they visualize video elements corresponding
to a story that they would not have expected. With Textable Movie, users make their own inferenceabout these discoveries rather than in using artificial systems that make the inference for the users
2.
They can then create a new interaction, e.g. mapping keywords to videos, and incorporate new video
clips and sound samples to their database. From the beginning, one of my goals for this tool was to
encourage teenagers internationally to share views of their communities with each other. However I
had to be cautious with the concept of community. Indeed, there can be more common points between
teenagers from a same social class from two different countries than between teenagers from the same
country but from different social class. Therefore we have positioned this work in a shared view on the
teenagers’ mental model of their environments
3. They can then drive a discussion around the notion of
living  in  the  city  versus  living  in  the  countryside  and  therefore  understand  the  implications  of
technology in their life. During the user studies, when teenagers were asked to share their opinions on
living in different locations, they were extremely motivated, and decided to talk about their ‘city’ or to
another extend ‘their country’ by grabbing some video clips of key elements in their city, e.g. a cell
phone conversation (see Figure 4) were sometimes performing their own movie and acted what they
perceived as interactions in their city to finally create a movie out of their collaborative video database.
Figure 4: A child acting out the following: ‘a loud cell phone conversation due to the noise in the city.’
During user studies, the young teenagers were engaged in capturing videos, however, they were easily
distracted in digitalizing and editing, i.e. cutting into video segments, their videos. Finally, they enjoyed
the stage of improvising a movie-story in real time using their collective video database, and sometimes
wanted to re-create pieces of video that they considered not to be satisfying enough. However, because
of this editing phase most of their original vision was not followed and was dropped from the final
publication piece. Considering these results, a need for more fusion between creating an idea and
producing it seemed necessary. I then hypothesized that mobile technology, e.g. cell phone, ipaqs,
could be useful for this purpose, however a technology materialising their ideas to easily retrieve and
reflect on them had to be implemented. Hence, tangible objects as metaphors of the captured elements
sounded a solution. Based on the work of Hiroshi Ishii
4, I have explored the concept of tangibility of
digital data as a way to gather and capture digital data around the city for later retrieval. I have
researched the potentiality of another device using mobile technology combined to tangible objects
called Moving Pictures: Looking Out/Looking In.
Textable Games
The power and flexibility of Textable Movie as a transformable interface can be evaluated in part based
on applications that I have created which I did not initially envision. The immediate response from the
system made it comparable to a video game. Then, I created Textable Game that extends the concept to
the realm of video games (see Figure 5).
                                                   
2 LIEBERMAN H., AND LIU H. 2002. Adaptive Linking between Text and Photos Using Common Sense Reasoning, Conference
on Adaptive Hypermedia and Adaptive Web Systems.
3 LYNCH, K. 1960. The Image of the City, MIT Press.
4 Professor Hiroshi Ishii’s research￿: http://web.media.mit.edu/~ishii/Figure 5: A traditional action game vs the children personal action game
This application aims to engage teenagers in building their own games, e.g. action games, exploration
games, mystery games, using their own footage, e.g. their activities in the city, and sounds, and allowing
them to create their own rules and scenarios. They have created footages about themselves doing sport
in the city to integrate it to the Textable Game system (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: Children transforming the traditional ‘action game’ into a ‘sport action game’
The children create a palette of actions for a set of keywords, e.g. one user uses the letters ‘a, s, z, x’ to
control one action, and the other one uses the numbers ‘1, 2, 3, 4’ (see Figure 6).
Figure 6: User A kicks user B by typing ‘1’ vs User B responds to user A by typing ‘a’
The goal is to invite teenagers to be their own video game producers. In Dublin, a workshop for 10 to 14
year-old children has been conducted with Textable  Game  in  order  to  examine  how  they  create
strategies of interactions for a video game they have built based on the Textable Movie engine.Looking out to capture the world, looking in to reflect onto it: Moving Pictures
I have also been researching on new ways to materialise the creation of space that are digital media
combined to tangible interfaces. Tangible interfaces combine operations on physical objects with
digital data.  In these interfaces, digital data can be overlaid onto physical objects in a display space or
physical objects can act as handles into the digital space.
Investing some research on tangible interfaces for movie making, I proposed Diana Africano
5 and Oskar
Fjellström
6 at the Umeå Institute of Design that they join my efforts in designing a computational and
tangible version of Textable movie. From my observations of teenagers using video in workshops, I had
hypothesized that Textable Movie would be even more powerful if I could construct a physical a movie
making device that would allow teenagers to easily understand and make videos using traditional
cinematic language. Moving Pictures: Looking Out/Looking In
7 offers children to gather outside and look
around in their environment to collect some visual clips, e.g. in the city centre, in parks, and capture
their short videos using their video cameras, and then come back inside on their video editing station to
reflect on their media collection (see Figure 7).
Figure 7: General Scenario of Moving Pictures: Looking Out/Looking In
                                                   
5 Diana Africano is a researcher at the Umeå Institute of Design : http://www.dh.umu.se/default.asp?sida=236
6 Oskar Fjellström is a researcher at the Umeå Institute of Design : http://www.dh.umu.se/default.asp?sida=240
7 Moving Pictures web site￿: http://web.media.mit.edu/~cati/movingpictures.htmlDifferent types of input tools appropriate for young users have been explored to finally propose an
interface that invites several users to collaborate in the creation and sharing of media stories. Thus,
“Moving Pictures is a multi-user station that invites young users to create, explore, manipulate and share
video content with others. A video station containing a set of two cameras, tokens, a screen and an
interactive  platform,  enables  a  spontaneous  and  sociable  approach  to  video  creation,  selection  and
sequencing. The station supports multiple input devices and group interaction, encouraging collaborative
creation” [1] Integrating spatial components in the design such as two video cameras gave the option to
take two perspectives in order to give a sense of space, e.g. close-up and large view on a scene at the
same time. With this transformable interface, I wanted to realize my original vision, which allows users
to establish and exchange through the use of visuals and sound where capturing and editing is made
very transparent for the user and in which the process of improvising a story is accessible as a way to
create a final movie (see Figure 8).
Figure 8: Model of Moving Pictures, Group picture during a User study, close-up onto Moving Pictures
With the use of digital cameras, the technical barriers of producing a final picture have been minimized.
The possibility to take risks and experiment has been encouraged so enabling more expression thought
the use of visual media. Bridging the gap between innovation and production in the creative process is
important as it makes it easier to express an idea. However for a majority of the population that does
not master the conventions of visual media, some scaffolding, reflection, context and constraints could
be necessary. Intentionally in Moving Pictures the user is limited in the length of the captured movie.
Indeed, the tangible metaphor of a token symbolising a single shot had to be consistent and refers to
the different shots in a storyboard (see Figure 9).
Figure 9: Scenario of the use of the wireless Camera and the tokens.During user studies
8, young adults adopted this physical metaphor very seriously and accordingly to
capture their video-story. They were very careful of the length of the movie clips captured. It has
enabled them to possess some rules in standard video editing without being too conscious of it that
could have broken the creative flow (see Figure 10).
   
Figure 10: Children storyboarding, acting out their scene in the city, and capturing their video clips
Finally, the Irish movie director David Keating, mentioned his strong interest in Moving Pictures and the
physical device to “test” cinematic ideas, and storyboard a movie. Indeed, Moving Pictures allows a
movie director to easily test his/her movie scenario by capturing quickly a few shots and immediately
assemble a quick movie draft of it. Improvisational theatre sessions will also be organized using the
wireless video camera as an expressive tool and the video jockey table as an instant review display of
the improvisation to assemble later a collaborative video.
Passing Glances/Texting Glances
With colleagues at the University of Trinity College Dublin, I have explored a similar interface concept to
Textable Movie described above: Passing Glances/Texting Glances [2]. Imagined for installation in an
urban space like a bus stop or train station, Passing Glances invites people to use SMS messaging on
their cell phones to drive the selection of images to recreate their space through media usage; with a
photo phone, they would also be able to contribute to a video database. This works by allowing cell
phones to send SMS messages which are then displayed publicly along with images related to the
content of those messages (see Figure 11).
Figure 11: Passing Glances General Scenario
                                                   
8 A video of children interacting with the Moving Pictures system can be downloaded at￿:
http://web.media.mit.edu/~cati/movingpicmedia/new/MPSIGGRAPH05_HIGHRES.movDigital  public  boards  could  also  be  installed  for  leaving  secret  messages,  videos,  and  pictures.
Connected to a server, each user’s cell phone could browse inside of their personal computer to display
videos, pictures, and sound files. This would be done anonymously in the sense that no one would
understand the message except the sender or the recipient, thus respecting the secrecy of the authors.
Because these messages are unpredictable, they create an atmosphere of surprise and excitement; after
all, why do people carve their names on the sidewalk or spray-paint arcane messages? It is through this
unique combination of secrecy and public display that people express themselves and make personal
statements.  In this way, I explore the “subversive” acts and the ongoing exchange of media and ideas
coming from the participants.
Bringing technological landscapes and robotic art into the scene to participate in the exhibition space
Within the context of a three-month exhibition on the history of robots at The Ark: a Cultural Center for
Children
9, in Dublin, Ireland, Michael John Gorman, curator of the exhibition, asked me to design
Terraria a system for visitors of the exhibtion to make their movies taking the simplest idea of children’s
play￿:  playing with toys, adding voices, and turning toys into characters, and allowing children to
capture the play on video, and turns movie-making into a natural extension of play. Previous work on
immersive storytelling for children showed that children became engaged in the physical space when
they could control the physical elements of their story
10. I have then proposed to create a system for
visitors to author the content of the exhibition space by creating their own movies and designed a
technology that would enable visitors to experience movie making using popular devices, e.g. a joystick
to control the movie making process. I also wanted to re-think real time video making for the museum
exhibition space. Indeed, within the context of an interactive exhibition space, dividing the tasks of
recording and editing of digital media between production and post-production can be disruptive to
the visitors’ experience. The challenge of making a finished video is combined with the challenge of
engaging exhibition visitors to make their own thematic visual story [3].
Terraria
11, is then a graphical and tangible interface which synthesizes performance and editing into a
simultaneous act. Terraria consists of four landscapes with robots to play with, four video camera, four
joysticks and five wireless networked computers. Terraria captures movie segments, voice over, and
offers real-time video and robotic sound effects. The user records sounds and visuals, and applies real
time effects using a joystick. The joystick commands the movie creation, and consequently, a novel
movie gets created and generated in a very transparent, and easy manner (see Figure 12).
Figure 12: The joystick ‘commands’ to control the movie making
                                                   
9 http://www.ark.ie
10 BOBICK, A., ET AL. 1999. The KidsRoom: A Perceptually-Based Interactive and Immersive Story Environment, Presence:
Teleoperators and Virtual Environments, Vol. 8, No. 4, pp. 367-391.
11 Terraria’s web site￿: https://www.cs.tcd.ie/crite/projects/terraria.htmlWithin the short time frame allowed and given the low attentional focus that can be expected of the
visitors, capturing and projecting a video would certainly be satisfying, however I wanted to allow more
novelty in the interaction and provide a minimum of editing features such as voice over, soundtracks,
and video effects. Finally, the simplicity of use, and immediacy of response aims to engage visitors in
movie creation. Video capture, editing and publication of the final video is optimized (see Figure 13).
Figure 13: the Terraria landscapes and the projection screen during the exhibition.
Terraria is directly a continuation on my previous research on bridging the gap between video capture
and edition within the context of an exhibition. While usual editing tools such as iMovie™ facilitate the
editing process, they require a longer time frame of interaction than the one offered in an exhibition
space and are mainly suitable for home use. There is also no transparency between capturing a video,
digitalizing it and visualizing it. For this reason, digital jockey systems offer a paradigm for simultaneous
real-time performance and editing of sound for a show space, and could be applied to video. My past
research [4] and other researchers
12 extended the music concept to video performance of pre-recorded
footage.
Maintaining their learning function, ‘Science and technology’ museums of the last half century afford
visitors an entirely new experience
13. Within the context of a three-month exhibition on the history of
robots Terraria is a system to perform movies using a joystick, editing the movie while capturing, and
exporting a final piece instantly to contribute to the existing exhibition space. Indeed, after having
created a short movie clip, the user has the option to project it in the exhibition space, and to contribute
to a Diaporama of the visitors’ movies.
                                                   
12 LEW, M. 2004. Live Cinema: Designing an Instrument for Cinema Editing as a Live Performance, NIME’04, pp.144-149.
13 BELL, G. 2002. Making Sense of Museums: The Museum as ‘Cultural Ecology’, Intel Labs.With this interface, I have realised my original goal to not only "unmake" the sacrosanct space of the
museum, e.g. the spectators can touch, but to also allow spectators to transform and contribute to the
exhibition space.
Constructionists tell us that people learn by constructing their knowledge. People are engaged in the
process because they have fun, because they are challenged, but also maybe because they expect
spectators for their creation. The extension of the constructionist field I explore comes from the
Community Art notion of «￿challenging￿»  the audience by the object created. I am also exploring how
people can be empowered as artists in the sense of involving them in creating pieces to challenge their
recipient about their assumptions. These assumptions can be about their environment, their identities,
and also their culture. The core issue of my research has been to focus on video-stories in order to bring
to light contradictions and resolve them.References
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